Double Up Food Buck

CASHIER TRAINING

Before Every Transaction

• Cashier engagement with SNAP customer has improved earing and redemptions
• How will you be paying today?
  ◆ If EBT Food Stamps, then enter 4-digit trigger PLU
• Will you be using a Double up Food Bucks coupon today?
  ◆ If yes, ring up produce first, or in separate transaction at the end.
Double Up Food Buck

CASHIER TRAINING

Issuing Coupons

- Enter 4-digit trigger PLU if EBT Food Stamps is used as tender.
- Total & tender transaction.
- Coupon will print with receipt. The coupon will equal the value of fresh produce in transaction. Circle value of coupon and hand to customer and let them know that when they come back they can use the coupon on ANY PRODUCE.
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CASHIER TRAINING

Redeeming Coupons

• Ring up all produce in separate transaction.
• Scan the barcode of the coupon and enter the value of the coupon.
• The value will be discounted from the total.
• Tender the rest of the transaction as usual. Customers can pay remaining balance in any way they like. DOES NOT NEED TO BE BRIDGE CARD.